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Active with active learning 
 
 
The teacher who is indeed wise does not bid you to enter the house of her wisdom but rather 
leads you to the threshold of your mind. This saying was my start signal for the conference. 
It was the result of a puzzle I finished together with other participants in an introductory 
game. Today, looking back, these words seem a harbinger of what participating in this 
conference evoked. My battery got fully charged and all kinds of new plans keep coming up.    
What makes a conference so inspiring? Obviously the conditions were wonderful. There 
were high quality lectures, a more than perfect organisation and we were treated like VIPS 

by the extremely service minded staff members of St Angela’s College. 

 
Besides, for me personally though some experiences have been extra valuable. I will name 
three. Firstly, thanks to the dynamic, efficient chairmanship of Amanda Mc Cloat the 
workgroup sessions were a bustling activity. Instead of getting lost in endless wordy blabla 
discussions, she firmly directed us through a serious list of discussion points such as 1. 
Clarification of overall goals of the workgroup; 2. Analysis of the pilot workshop on new jobs; 
3. Preparations for other workshops; 4. Planning of future work; 5. Budget issues. 
Nevertheless we finished nicely on time and I felt happy with our decision to also prepare a 
pilot workshop on new skills for sustainable living in the Netherlands. 
The second highlight was my active introduction to Systems Thinking and Education for 
Responsible Living. In his lecture Guus Geisen sketched in a convincing way the 
applicability of methods of system thinking to transformational learning. Particularly 
impressive were his examples of secondary school kids brainstorming about business 
innovations. His workshop was a great opportunity to practice (and indeed feeling very 
young). Also the Saturday seminar was an inspiring experience of active learning.  It was a 

special offer of the expert team Miriam O’Donoghue, Gregor Torkar and Helen Maguire 

scheduled after the end of the Conference. Maybe therefore the few participants felt a bit like 
last Mohicans. But it was so worth it to practice with PERL toolkits, to get the feeling how to 
transfer concepts into a stimulating learning process. For me it was also a useful preparation 
for the intended pilot workshop on new skills. Shortly, it was a marvellous closure to an 

energizing conference that fully lived up Yeats words graved in slate by our host St. Angela’s 

College: Education is not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire. Many Thanks. 
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